In this paper, a mathematical framework for learning the acoustic features from a central auditory representation is presented. We adopt a statistical approach that models the learning process as to achieve a maximum likelihood estimation of the signal distribution.
. Introduction
The problem of pattern recognition, according to Bays [4], civl be succinctly sated as the problem of implementing a " u m U posteriori (MAP) probability decision scheme. Bayes' approach requires that the a posrerion probability be known for any observed partem say 2. The difficulty in practice lies in the fact that this probability or even its functional form is usually unlcnown. Over the past few years, mixture densities (particularly Gaussian mixtuns) have found widespread use for modeling the class conditional density, p(zJC). This is mostly because it provides a convenient combination of the advantages of a parametric and a non-parametric distribution. Class conditional densities are " a l l y modeled separately from the class prior p(C); combining the two easily leads to the needed a posten'ori probability.
The use of mixme densities does not entirely solve the problem in choosing the right model for the data. There are several remaining issues. First, there is a tendency, the amount of training data permitting, to use models with a large n m k of patarneten, approaching a non-parametric one in effen In automatic speech recognition (ASR), this is a convenient way to improve the recogniz" accuracy perfonnance, with a cost of having to collect more training (data. However, inmasing the model size eventually compmdsa the generalization capability of the model. Second, the raw observation or measurement of a pattern is usually expressed in a high dimensional space. Designing a recognizer in a high dimensional space in which the classes are not n d l y separable either leads to inefficient models (i.e., more parameters are required than necessary) or causes practical difficulties in evaluating the probabilities and implementing the decision process. This is particularly so when sequential search algorithms are involved, as in the we of ASR There is thus a need to reduce the raw obsewations for large scale recognition tasks. Third, the pattcm observation is often subject to contamination or distortion which will in4tably change the form of the data distribution. For a recognizer to function equally well under a d v m conditions, the transformation process. from the obof the pattern that is ideally invariant or less susceptible to contamination or distortion. Rnally, it is imperative that any approach for feature extraction must be geared toward optimizing the overall recognition perfonnance. 'Ihis dictates the design of a feature extraction algorithm be subject to the same set of evaluation Criteria as the back end classifier, since, obviously, the contributions of these two subsystems are hardly separable in the overall recognition pufomance.
In tams of signal processing aud feature exmaion methods, auditory approaches have inspired many algorithms that render profound impacts on speech applications. Among the well known examples, mel-scale spectrum and the use of dynamic features (such as delta cepst") can all relate their motivations to certain auditory processing strategies. In this paper. we present our recent effort in adapting to the ASR applications the feature mapping mechanism in the central auditory system. Our goal here is to formulate the auditory mechanism into a viable feature extraction algorithm. The auditory approach, as will be briefly summarited later, consists spectrum. The challenge of this effort, then, is to mainrain a balance in presenting the dabomxi nature of the auditory approach, while, in the mean time, keeping the algorithmic complexity at a manageable level.
The auditory processing studied in this work is based on the recent physiological findings in the primary cortex. It is shown [7] that, at the cortical level, the auditory system seems to perform a windowed Fourier analysis on the (short-time) power spectrum of the servation to feature, must bring out the fundamental cha" 'stics of highly elaborated mechanisms in analyzing the acoustic power incoming signal. From an algorithmic point of view, the processing bears remarkable similarity to what the peripheral auditory system imposes on the acoustic waveform. More specifically, the neural responses on the cortical surface follow closely the Fouriertransforms of the acoustic power spectrum windowed at various frequencies. In a rather precise analogy, as a spectrogram is a two dimensional map depicting the windowed Fourier transform of an acoustic waveform, the cortical feature map is basically a cepstmgrum of the power spectrum. While the auditory approach resembles in spirits to the conventional cepstrum analysis in computing the Fourier transform of the power spectrum, it bears a critical distinction: in the auditory approach, the spectral "locality" of acoustic fearures is preserved. As there is overwhelming evidence that salient speech features reside locally in the frequency domain [ 11, preserving frequency-local features may well prove to be a very important property for feature extraction.
To accommodate this representation into an ASR system, the following procedures are taken Fiit, we model the cortical response as a linear projection of the power spectrum onto a collection of analytingfunctiorrr, in which each analyzing function is a neuronal response function from the cortical model described in [7] . We introduce an iterative algorithm, called stochastic matching purncit (SMP), to extract features from the elaborated representation. SMP algorithm is designed to select a minimal subset of the analyzing functions whose responses can efficiently npresent the statistical propmies of the signals for each recognition class. The selection of a set of analyzing functions can be viewed as choosing regions on the cortical surface (a feature map) which the neuronal responses comspond to the chosen analyzing functions. The selection criterion is included in the training procedilrr in which a single optimality function for the classifier Md feature uctraction can be applied. Within the scope of this paper, we employ the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion commonly seen in many ASR training procedures. It can be shown that the proposed leaming algorithm converges unconditionally. From a thtoretical viewpoint on pattern recognition, the algorithm enforces a distinctive link between feature extraction and pattern parameterization such that the optimality criteria for these two stages arc congruent with each other.
Stochastic Matching Pursuit Algorithm
In this section, we present the detailed formulation of SMP algorithm. SMP algorithm bases its fundamental framework on the matching pursuit algorithm proposed by Mallat et d [5] . The extension augmented in SMP is modest: while the original matching pursuit algorithm is designed to decompose and approximate the waveform of a d e t d n i s t i c signal, the S M P algorithm extends the method to approximate the probabilistic dirtriburon of a random vector.
It is assumed the signal space (the spectral domain) R is a Hilbert space with inner product < ., -> and induced norm 11 -11-We also assume that the collection of all analyzing functions D C Sl is dense, i.e., for any z E R and e > 0, there exist afinife num- 
Experimental Results and Discussion
Since thc S M P algorithm is derived from the matching pursuit al- We take the mel-scale p e r spectrum of the center frame of each vowel (excluding diphthongs) in TIMIT database as the observation ~( f ) , where f indicates the acoustic frequency in the mel-scale.
Each analyzing function is a Gabor wavelet having the form of wj(f) = pj -fj>2/2c!jz>cdki(f -fj) + rCj) with free p m t t e n (fj,cj,kj,$j). The inner product is defined a~
and set the SMP stop condition at c less than 5% of the signal variance. As a result, the dimensions of the feature vectors (N) range from 4 to 9. When each feature vector is modeled as a fourcomponent Gaussian mixture, the SMPEM algorithm achieves a classification rates of 67.1% on testing set and 723% on training set (see Table 1 ). These are comparable to the same task using a representation based on 12-0rder mel-frequency cepst" coefficients (MFCC) with similar complexity (16-component Gaussian mixture density models 
